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Why Fruit peels?

(Shuratini et al. 2022)



The prototype
Bottled Peel bl iss and Fruit  Rind Fusion

Crafted from pineapple and watermelon
skin peels, the drink boasts two
captivating variants:  'Peel Bl iss'  for the
pineapple iteration, and 'Fruit  Rind
Fusion'  for the watermelon rendit ion.

Type of drinks

The drinks are bottled with a remarkable  
label to drag the attention from the
guests, while st i l l  respecting the values
of the Ritz Carlton.

Packaging

Our drinks are represented by two
distinct logos. The emblem for "Peel
Bl iss",  crafted from pineapple peels,
elegantly captures the essence of this
variant.  In contrast,  the emblem for
"Fruit  Rind Fusion" features a
watermelon, echoing its composit ion
sourced from watermelon skin peels.  

LOGO



 
 

From Ritz Carlton Pacif ic Place

Martin Weise
F&B Manager

Willmer Colmenares
Executive chef PTA AOBI

bottl ing company

Hotel guests
Business and

leisure



Support and
resources 

The hotel should separate the fruit
peels from the other waste and send
them to the company that is responsible
for juicing and preserving the product

Ritz Carlton 

The company at hand could receive
sorted fruit  peels and handle the
production process of our drinks
Products wil l  then be sent back to
hotels.

PTA AOBI

Guests can either make use of vouchers
or purchase either one of  our drinks.
Guests are encouraged to provide
feedback to ensure maintenance of
luxury standards. 

Guest / Customer 



Implementation
Strategy

Development and sourcing01

02

Training and integration03

04

Branding and  marketing

Guest experience
enhancement



Development and
sourcing

Reduce food waste by
50% by 2025
Thick skinned fruit  peels
largest source of food
waste
Create a drink which can
easily be turned into a
cocktai l

Sales



Branding and Marketing

Offer the drink as a part of the welcoming
package

A voucher is created with a QR-code that
sends you to the webpage explaining the
journey of the drinks

Sell  i t  at the bar of the Ritz Carlton
Sell  i t  in the shop of the hotel
The revenue of the drink wil l  be donated to
food waste projects



Training and
integration

Create a Standard Operating
Procedure

Explain the new drink to the
bartenders

Show the kitchen staff how and
where the peels can be stored

Explain the employees why the Ritz
is separating the fruit  peels

Celebrate when the integration of
the project is going well

Reflect on the approach and adapt
the strategy when needed



GUEST
EXPERIENCE

ENHANCEMENT
Provide the guests with
the welcome drink
Explain the guests why
you changed the
approach 
Explain that the guest
experience will stay up to
standard
Ask for feedback from
the regular guests



Introduction of the
product 

Enlarge varieties

All  over Indonesia

Three-year
roadmap

Start a suitable
partner that makes
the drink and bottles
it

Introduce the drink to
the guests of Ritz
Carlton

Produce more drinks
made out of fruit
peels

Implement this idea
all  over Indonesia

Partnership 



Fruit rind fusion
logo

Peel bliss logo

Poster

Peel bliss voucher (front)

Fruit rind fusion voucher (front)

both vouchers (back)



WEBSITE



Statistics

The total r ind produced by
watermelon and pinapple is
30% of the whole fruit .  The
waste that is created by the
whole fruit  is usually thrown
away.

Rind



Economic Viability 

ROI Estimation 
50% 

Total Investment
= $1000 / Rp

15.000.000,00 Rp 22.500.000 on 15th days

one serving= Rp 50.000
Estimation drink per day = 50 servings 2.500.000 
Reduce cost for bevarage until Rp 1.500.000 per day 

cost of goods sold= Rp 1.000.000 per 50 servings / 20.000/bottle (cost for bottle+
ingredients)  
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